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Lesson Concepts for
Middle and High School Band Directors
Here are a few ideas for lessons or units along with appropriate resources constructed specifically for band classes
during Black History Month. Many of these ideas, lessons and units can be broken into smaller chunks so that 10–15
minutes of each class or rehearsal can be devoted to students learning about the contributions of African Americans
to music in America as both creators and performers over the entire month. These lesson ideas have been created
and tailored for the band student and classroom in order to make them more meaningful to students.

Library of Congress Inquiry Tool for Music
These tools – one for printed music, one for audio performances, and one for oral histories – will help guide you and
your students as you apply the Inquiry approach to many of the suggestions below. This is a great tool to have handy
throughout the year.

Smithsonian Jazz Mixer
(requires Flash) Perfect for the Inquiry approach! Students, working either independently or in small groups, can
explore a jazz timeline complete with composer and performer bios and samples of their music; there’s also a map
showing the major centers of jazz and the musicians in each area, including bios and music samples.

Jazz: A Film by Ken Burns
This wonderful film by Ken Burns not only explores jazz – the roots, the history and development, the nuances – but
also the African Americans who brought it to life, as well as their stories. If you are a member of your local PBS station,
then you can stream it until March 2020; if not, you can purchase it here. Included on the PBS web page are various
links to educational strategies. By the way, the entire soundtrack is available through most streaming services!

Jazz in Time
This great resource from ARTSEDGE, the Kennedy Center’s arts education network, offers your students the opportunity
to engage with jazz music through an interactive timeline and audio clips. There are ideas to build a lesson, multiple
lessons, or even a full unit – and all the resources work wonderfully with the Inquiry approach.
Couple any of these ideas with a piece from your library or from here – jazz titles for concert band – and have your
students apply their new knowledge in a performance! Follow this link for more jazz resources.

The History of Hip-Hop
This collection of interviews from National Public Radio chronicles the seminal people and events of the hip-hop
movement. Couple this with articles on the history of hip-hop music and the Hip-Hop History Timeline to help your
students explore and learn about this genre and its origins. This could easily lead to a “Creating” project, where
students use their acquired knowledge and understanding to build and create a hip-hop piece using instrumentation
that would normally be found within a concert band. Follow this link for more hip-hop resources.

Rhythm & Improv – Jazz & Poetry
Also from ARTSEDGE, this set of lessons and activities has the students exploring and analyzing jazz music, considering
sound, rhythm, and improvisation in order to identify jazz characteristics in poems by Yusef Komunyakaa, Sonia
Sanchez, and Langston Hughes. You can make this a bit cross-curricular by having your students use their new
understanding and findings to create their own poetry utilizing these same rhythms, sounds and improvisations that
they discovered in the jazz music and the poetry.

Institute for Composer Diversity Database
Use this database to search out composers or works to introduce your students to works of black composers. Or,
utilize the vast resources of the Library of Congress to begin your journey. Discover a treasure trove of information
about black concert band composers and musicians along with sheet music and audio recordings. Some ideas that
you may consider when using these resources:
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Program a work by a black composer and have students research the composer, the composer’s style, and the
specific work, and share this information as you have the students apply the Inquiry approach to all aspects – maybe
even compare and contrast the piece with some of the composer’s other works.
Program or study two works written by black composers – one historical and one modern. Consider a tribute to
legends like Duke Ellington. Pair your choice with a black composer of today from your library, or consider one by
William Owens, Quincy Hilliard, or maybe Ayatey Shabazz. Using the Inquiry approach and the Library of Congress
tool, have students examine both compositions, compare and contrast the composers’ backgrounds, education,
writing styles, and influences, and apply this knowledge to the performances.
As an added plus, have students share their discoveries with the audience at the next performance!

Some Library of Congress links that you may consider visiting
and using in your classroom with an Inquiry approach:
Library of Congress YouTube Channel
African-American Band Music & Recordings, 1883 to 1923 Articles, essays and biographies
The Motown Sound
Rhythm and Blues
African American Creole Music from Louisiana Webcast (instrumental)
Phil Wiggins & Friends: Acoustical Blues and Dance from Maryland Webcast (instrumental)
Video interview with Allen Toussaint
Video interview with Ron Carter
Video interview with Henry Butler: Rhythm & Blues and Jazz
Performance: Stevie Wonder, Sketches of a Life
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